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80s music trivia quiz and answers

One listens to music | iStock Music isn't just something we like to listen to – it's something we use to help us better understand the world. We turn it on when we're with friends and when we need to be alone. We listen to songs that remind us that other people feel the same way we do. This helps us resolve our feelings – and that's there
when we just need to relax and forget about our problems. In many ways, it defines parts of our lives. And the type of music we like can also help us define us. According to researchers at the University of Cambridge, the basic parts of your personality are often closely related to your favorite music genres. Whether you're a bit of a country
or a bit of rock 'n' roll – or you prefer a completely different style – your musical tastes can actually predict the way you perceive the world in general. So what does your favorite type of music say about you? Take this quiz and find out. Be sure to follow your answers as you go – you'll need to add up to get your score at the end. 1. If you
could listen to only one type of music for the rest of your life, what would you choose? A. Jazz B. R&amp;B. Country D. Rock 2. Which one of these artists would you rather listen to? A. Lindsey Stirling B. Adele C. Luke Bryan D. Kid Rock 3. Which of these groups would you rather listen to? A. Snarky Puppy B. Big Big World C. Lumineers
D. Foo Fighters Weeknd | Kevin Winter/Getty Images for iHeartMedia 4. Which one of these songs would you rather listen to? A. One, Esperanza Spalding B. Starboy, The Weeknd C. Setting the World on Fire, Kenny Chesney and P!nk D. The Sound of Quiet, Disturbed 5. Think of your favorite song. What words best describe what it
sounds like? A. Complex, dynamic, emotional, or sophisticated B. Relaxing, romantic, sad, or soft C. Acoustic, soft, folky, or optimistic D. Aggressive, distorted, loud, or intense 6. Which one best describes your ideal concert experience? A. A small place with great acoustics so I can take in all the instrumental B. See my absolute favorite
artist – even if it means nosebleed seats at Stadium C. Hanging out at an outdoor music festival where several great groups play D. Let a little steam off in mosh pit 7. Which of these films had the best soundtrack? A. Lord of the Rings B. Garden State C. Fifty Shades of Grey D. Suicide Squad 8. If you could put one of those TV shows
back on the air, what would it be? A. Legends Jazz B. MTV Unplugged C. American Idol D. Headbangers Ball 9. What time period does most of your favorite music come from? A. 1920 or earlier — Golden Age! B. 1950s and 1960s – Music was really about something then C. 2000s until now – You can't beat today's hits D. 1980 and 1990
– It was edgy and original, nothing is coming now 10. What decade do you think has the worst music, overall? A. 1980 — Poorly synthesizers and hair bands? No thank you. B. 1970 - Disco and classic rock just don't have that much C. 1990 – All that grunge and alternative music was so hard D. 1950 – Doo-wop and Elvis are too
simplistic and sentimental for me Ready to find out what your musical preferences say about your personality? We calculate how many As, Bs, Cs and Ds you scored for each answer and found out which one you selected the most. Adele | Joern Pollex/Getty Images for September management results Mostly like: Sophisticated – You
prefer blues, jazz, and classical music to almost everything in the top 40. That said, you're also likely to be as open to new experiences as you are to music that might go up against the grain a bit. You're probably more progressive or liberal on the political spectrum, and you're definitely more introverted and reflective. You prefer finer
things in life - reading, theater, art galleries - beyond sports or other high-energy activities. Mostly Bs: Mellow - For you, music and life are about emotions. Whether you are more of a fan of adult contemporary or R&amp;amp; B, as long as it gets something felt, you're into it. This also applies to life in general for you - because one of your
greatest qualities is empathy. It is very important for you to understand not only your own feelings and thoughts, but also others. Knowing these things will help you feel connected – and isn't that what life is all about? Mostly Cs: Positive - Your musical preferences reflect your general life philosophy. The songs you like are energetic but
not overwhelming, catchy but not too complicated - lighter pop and country are probably your thing. Life is curveballs, big and small, they are not exciting for you - they are stressful. You're extroverted and probably more politically conservative. You're happiest when everything in life goes exactly as you planned. Mostly Ds: Intense –
Where other people just hear the noise, you know there's something more to rock and punk music that you love. These amazing guitar riffs and atonic melodies make you feel especially the brain; you will find that they are stimulating, not stressful, and therefore you are looking for them. That's because you have a sharp mind - one that
notices patterns and relishes solving puzzles or sorting out life's greatest complexity. See more of Entertainment Cheat Sheet on Facebook! Sign up for the BuzzFeed Quizzes - Binge newsletter for the latest quizzes delivered directly to your Quizzes newsletter inbox! Pictured: IQRemix via WikiCommons The National Hockey League is
the Premier League for ice hockey on the planet and has been here for over 100 years. It features fast-paced action and is undoubtedly one of the most exciting sports leagues on the planet. What was once a league with only four Canadian teams now contains 31 teams across Canada and the US. As you can imagine with a league that
has existed since 1917, there is a lot of history. There are historic NHL teams, historic moments and dozens of players who will never be forgotten for what they have done for the sport. While millions of NHL fans and hockey in general, how much do you know about the league? Do you know which player once scored 76 goals as a
rookie? And what about which team has the longest winning streak in league history? This quiz will test your knowledge of a wide range of things like players, stats, historical moments, teams and much more. However, just knowing today's NHL landscape won't cut it. We will also go back a few decades to look at influential players,
memorable moments and incredible stats. Without further ado, drop your gloves and get ready for this challenging quiz about all things NHL. TRIVIA Do you know the history of the Montreal Canadiens? 6 Min Quiz 6 min TRIVIA College Mascot Challenge 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA NHL Hockey Teams Quiz 6 Minutes Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA
Can you get more than 11 directly on this NHL quiz? 6 Min Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA NHL Sports Trivia Quiz 6 Minutes Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA Can You Identify Every NBA Franchise's All-Time Leading Scorer? 6 Min Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA Can you identify an NHL team if we give you three of its franchise legends? 7 Min Quiz 7 Min TRIVIA Show us
your hockey smarts by acing this NHL quiz! 6 min Quiz 6 min PERSONALITY, which Canadian NHL team should you play? 6 Min Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA Can you identify an NHL team if we give you three of their current players? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min How much do you know about dinosaurs? What is octane rating? And how do you use the
correct noun? Luckily for you, HowStuffWorks Play is here to help. Our award-winning website offers a reliable and understandable explanation of how the world works. From fun quizzes that bring joy to your day to compelling photos and fascinating lists, HowStuffWorks Play offers something for everyone. Sometimes we explain how
things work, other times we ask you, but we always explore in the name of fun! Because learning is fun, stay with us! Playing quizzes is free! Every week we send knowledge questions and personality tests to your inbox. By clicking the Register button, you agree to our privacy policy and confirm that you are 13 years of age or over.
Copyright © 2020 InfoSpace Holdings, LLC, System1 Company Take a trip down memory lane that will make you feel nostalgic AF 1. The most abundant element in the human body (by weight) is: Correct Wrong Although the most abundant element in the body in terms of the total number of atoms is hydrogen, it is mostly bound to much
heavier oxygen. Oxygen accounts for about 65% of a person's body weight. 3. The first synthetic or artificial element was: Correct Wrong Technetium was the first element prepared by humans, in 1924 or 1937, depending on who took credit for the discovery. The element was prepared by bombarding the molybdenum sample with
neutrons. The word technetium means artificial element. 4. Although there are heavier elements in the stars, the most difficult element that can be created by fusion in the star is: Wrong Iron is the heaviest element produced in stars from fusion by the nucleosynthesis process. Heavier elements are thought to arise from neutron stars
colliding. 7. The most abundant metal in the Earth's crust is: Correct Wrong Silicon is metalloid, not metal, although it is the third most abundant element in the Earth's crust. The most abundant metal is aluminum, which accounts for about 8% of the bark by volume. 10. Element atoms consist of protons, neutrons and electrons. The most
common isotope of hydrogen does not have neutrons. Right Wrong It's true. The most common element of hydrogen, called protium, consists of a single proton. There are no neutrons. The number of electrons does not affect the identity of the element. Element Trivia Quiz You have: % Correct. Elementary knowledge of elements Control
chemical elements to do well in chemistry.. Gael Conrad/Getty Images You didn't know much trivia about the elements, but you did it until the end of the quiz, so now you know a lot more. From here you can learn about the elements in the human body. Are you ready for the next quiz? See if you know the first few feature symbols in the
periodic table. Element Trivia Quiz You have: % Correct. Almost Element Trivia Whiz Knowing element facts makes chemistry much easier to understand.. Picture Source/Getty Images Well done! You knew a few facts about chemical elements, and now you know even more. If you want to know more, here are 10 interesting elements of
the facts. Ready to try the next quiz? Let's see if you can tell the real elements from the made-up ones. Element Trivia Quiz You have: % Correct. It's an elementary, lovable Watson step into the top of the class, if you know the element of trivia facts.. Cultura/Nancy Honey/Getty Images Great job! You made the quiz seem so easy, you
should take the top of the class. Where can you go from here? Check the elements in the human body and what they do. Are you ready for the next quiz? See if you're as good at general trivia chemistry as you are at element facts. Facts.
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